VOYAGE MANAGER ANNOUNCES VM LIGHT
(Cambridge, 17 October 2012) Voyage manager Ltd, a technology company that
specializes in travel security and tracking solutions, has recently announced the release of
VM Light, a user friendly itinerary tracking service.
VM Light is a standalone itinerary tracker, designed for organizations that do not require the
full functionality of the VM Suite, but are looking for a cost effective, simple travel tracker
solution to increase employee security and efficient business travel.
VM Light is designed to compete with the itinerary trackers provided by the likes of iJet,
ConTgo, Control Risks Group and International SOS, yet provide additional features and
benefits.
VM Light imports itineraries from the major booking engines and TripIt, as well as supporting
manual data entry. Throughout the lifecycle of a trip its status is automatically updated to
reflect the current situation, making it easy to see who is scheduled to travel, who is at a
destination and who is in transit. VM Light also supports any mode of travel, not just flights
and train journeys, allowing increased flexibility and efficiency improvements.
With the addition of VM Light to the product suite Voyage Manager has solutions to cater for
every client’s needs, from the itinerary tracking level through to the most automated and
advanced travel security and tracking in the market. VM Light is ideal for travel agencies as
well as security and assistance companies that require a travel tracker to support their
corporate offerings.
For more information on VM Light go to:
http://www.voyagemanager.com/VM_Light_Intinerary_Tracker.aspx
Voyage Manager has since its inception provided the most advanced and innovative travel
security and travel tracking systems on the market. VM Travel Tracker is the only completely
automated travel tracker in the world, and VM Locate is one of the most flexible location
tracking service.
For more information, please contact:
Kim Sheard
+44 (0)7817 769 666
kim.sheard@voyagemanager.com

About Voyage Manager
Voyage Manager is a Cambridge, UK based travel technology company specializing in
automated travel tracking, and monitoring solutions.
Voyage Manager supplies online solutions that provide businesses with a flexible, easy to use
and cost efficient platform for managing, monitoring and tracking employee travel.
For further information see http://www.voyagemanager.com.

